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Introduction
The Parameterized Model Checking Problem (PMCP) is to decide whether a temporal property holds for a uniform family of systems ¤ ¦ ¥ comprised of finite, but arbitrarily many, copies of a template process ¤ . Unfortunately, PMCP is undecidable because a system of size § can simulate a Turing machine for § steps [3] . The Halting problem for Turing Machines can then be easily formulated as a PMCP for reachability of the halting state, viz.,© . This argument can be refined even in the case where the parameterized system is a unidirectional ring [17] . It follows from a result by Shannon [16] that the undecidability result holds even when the head (token circulating in the ring) can have only two possible states [16] . An essential part of the undecidability proof of the latter is that the message token changes value an arbitrary number of times.
We show in this paper that if there is a bound on the number of times the token changes value during a run of the system, then the PMCP is decidable. This boundedness assumption can be justified by the fact that protocols for a number of ring based applications have the property that the value of each message bearing token can be changed only a bounded number of times in any run of the protocol. For instance, in standard protocols for the leader election problem [15] , every token makes at most one value change during any run of each of the protocols.
We express correctness properties using the stuttering-insensitive linear temporal logic LTL X. The basic assertions are of the form ! "for all futures" and¨"for some future" are the usual path quantifiers. Use of stutteringinsensitive logics is natural when model checking parameterized systems as the nexttime operator ¢ gives us the ability to count, often leading to undecidability of the PMCP [10] .
In the case of unidirectional (or certain restricted bidirectional) rings, we argue that arbitrarily "large" systems of size § can be imitated up to stuttering by a small system of a certain cutoff size £ , where £ ¥ ¤ § ¦ ( ). Thus to solve PMCP, checking correctness over all sizes § , it is necessary and sufficient to check all sizes¨up to £ . In the context of rings, this style of "cutoff" argument has been used in [11] , where it was shown how to reduce reasoning about properties expressed using the branching time temporal logic CTL© X from a system with an arbitrary number of processes to systems with up to a small cutoff number of processes. However, the results were established only for unidirectional rings where the token could not carry values, viz., processes could not exchange messages among themselves, resulting in a framework with limited modeling power. For example, it is not clear how standard protocols for the Leader Election problem (see, for example, [15] ) that require tokens to change values, viz., messages to be exchanged, can be encoded in this framework. Our unidirectional ring framework has a broader modeling power but with an efficiently decidable PMCP.
The case of bidirectional rings is more involved. Here we find it convenient to exploit the viewpoint that a ring of many ( § ) similar processes is tantamount to a Turing machine on a circular tape (CTM for short) with § tape cells. To see this, we note that a token in a ring can be viewed as the head of the CTM, with the value of the token representing the control state of the head. Cell of the circular tape corresponds to , the t h process in the ring, with the tape symbol in cell representing the local state of . This, in effect, reduces the PMCP for bidirectional rings in which the token makes only a bounded number of value changes to the study of the PMCP for CTMs in which the head only makes a bounded number of state changes. To analyze the behavior of CTMs we in turn study (Linear Tape) Turing Machines with bounded state changes to the head. For an arbitrary Turing machine, the associated PMCP again amounts to the halting problem and is undecidable. However, we demonstrate that for a Turing machine that can make at most a bounded number b of state changes, the halting problem is decidable, and, hence for the associated ring system where token values change at most b times, the PMCP is decidable. The latter result is established by induction on . The base case ¤ represents a Turing machine with a single (non-halting) state. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The unidirectional (or restricted bidirectional) ring model is introduced and the related cutoff results shown in section 2 while the cutoff results for bidirectional rings are given in section 3. Applications are handled in section 4 and we conclude with some remarks in section 5.
Unidirectional Rings
Communication in computer networks is usually carried out via message passing using packets or value-bearing tokens in which the sender puts the data and the address of the intended receiver. However, apart from data transfer, tokens also play a crucial role in the implementation of network protocols. In a typical network protocol, a process sends out a token owned by it to gather information about other processes in the network. In leader election [15] , for example, a process sends out a token bearing its identifier to find out whether there exists another process with an identifier of greater value. In this role tokens play a passive role in that they do not cause any state change in processes other than the ones owning it but are used merely for information gathering. A key reason for this might be that most protocols are data independent. In this section, we propose a simple framework to model such protocols and show how to reduce reasoning about linear time properties for such a system with an arbitrary number of processes to one with a few.
The Process Framework. We consider systems comprised of processes arranged in the form of a ring communicating using multiple message-bearing tokens, each of whose value can be modified at most a bounded number of times (see remark 2.2), say b. All tokens move in the same direction, say clockwise. In a ring comprised of the § , where 
, that is encountered as we traverse the ring in a clockwise direction from process H . This transition is either an exogenous transition of a process other than (which is the same for each local state of the process) or an endogenous transition from the current local state of . We call such a pair of transitions 'adjacent'. Thus the maximum number of times the value of can be updated is the maximal length of a sequence of adjacent transitions. For the LCR protocol (section 4), the maximum length of such a sequence for each token is 1.
Extensions.
The results also hold for the following two extensions of our model.
(a) Adding FIFO queues. Queues may be necessary to ensure that tokens sent to a process are handled in the order received. This guarantees weak and strong fairness requirements are met for the verification of liveness properties.
(b) Restricted Bidirectional Tokens. The model can also be generalized by allowing restricted bidirectional tokens where instead of always moving in a fixed clockwise direction we can allow a token to be able to change direction when it is assigned a new value. For a fixed value, however, the token always moves in the same direction.
Bidirectional Rings
We present a generalization of the unidirectional ring model proposed in [11] by allowing (a) bidirectional rings, and (b) the token to carry values. We consider systems comprised of finite, but arbitrarily many, copies of a single process template arranged in the form of a ring executing concurrently, viz., with interleaving semantics. We only consider the case where processes communicate using a solitary token that is allowed to carry values. Template process has two types of transitions: (1) token dependent that require to possess in order to fire, and (2) internal that can be fired irrespective of whether possesses or not. In addition, uses transitions labeled with the receive action to take possession of from its counterclockwise neighbor and transitions labeled with send actions to relinquish possession of to its clockwise neighbor. In any computation, the system is allowed to change the value of the token at most a bounded number of times, say¨. Allowing an unbounded number of value changes to the token could, in general, make a family of such systems Turing-powerful [17] and hence the corresponding PMCP undecidable.
Formally, process is defined to be a labeled transition system given by the tuple
, where
is the finite set of values that can take, with ¢ u '
is the set of states of 
, viz., the only possible initial action is a receive. We also assume that along any path of send and receive actions alternate.
In this paper, for simplicity we consider only bidirectional rings where the processes are deterministic. A bidirectional ring system comprised of § , the head is placed at cell 0.
Linear Tape Turing Machines
We begin by showing that the behavior of a given deterministic one state Turing Machine can be deduced from an analysis of the structure of the transition diagram of the control state of . Let
be a given deterministic Linear Tape Turing Machine. We assume that has just one control state, say ! , and that the head of is initially placed at cell 0 with the rest of the tape cells each containing the empty symbol '3 '.
We define the transition graph of as the directed graph is readable iff , starting on the empty input, reaches a configuration in finitely many steps in which the head is positioned at a cell containing . Since is a deterministic Turing Machine, each node of has out-degree at most one. To start with, each non-zero tape cell contains and so for a symbol to be writable it has to be reachable from in . We may therefore assume, without loss of generality, that all symbols are reachable from , else the successor is the configuration that results when the head re-enters . In the second case, the transition that results is called an external transition of
¡ § "
. . Note that the internal transitions of ¡ § " are easy to figure out as they correspond to movements of the head within interval . But for the external transition, the key question that needs to be answered is that in case the head leaves interval whether it re-enters again and, if yes, then the direction from which it re-enters and the configurations of both interval and the outer ring on re-entry in relation to the configuration of the outer ring on the last exit. We address this issue next. ) from the left end. There are three possibilities now. The head may in finitely many moves either (1) re-enter from the left without diverging again in the outer ring again, thus completing the external transition, or (2) deadlock without re-entering interval and without diverging again in the outer ring, or (3) diverge in the outer ring again, this time in the clockwise direction. In this fashion, we see that the head may keep on diverging back and forth in the outer ring till it either re-enters from either the right or the left end, or it deadlocks without re-entering . This is formalized in the ring traversal lemma, the statement of which requires the notion of crossing numbers defined next.
Crossing Numbers. Let 
